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Agile Project Management For Dummies Mark C. Layton 2020-09-01
This updated edition shows you how to use the
agile project management framework for
success! Learn how to apply agile concepts to
your projects. This fully updated book covers
changes to agile approaches and new
information related to the methods of managing
an agile project. Agile Project Management For
Dummies, 3rd Edition gives product developers
and other project leaders the tools they need for
a successful project. This book’s principles and
techniques will guide you in creating a product
roadmap, self-correcting iterations of deployable
products, and preparing for a product launch.
Agile approaches are critical for achieving fast
and flexible product development. It’s also a
useful tool for managing a range of business
projects. Written by one of the original agile
technique thought-leaders, this book guides you
and your teams in discovering why agile
techniques work and how to create an effective
agile environment. Users will gain the
knowledge to improve various areas of project
management. Define your product’s vision and
features Learn the steps for putting agile
techniques into action Manage the project’s
scope and procurement Plan your team’s sprints

and releases Simplify reporting related to the
project Agile Project Management For Dummies
can help you to better manage the scope of your
project as well as its time demands and costs.
You’ll also be prepared to skillfully handle team
dynamics, quality challenges, and risks.
Getting Started with Agile Software
Development - Nick Pollard 2016-02-03
This title is one of the "Essentials" IT Books
published by TechNet Publications Limited. This
Book is a very helpful practical guide for
beginners in the topic , which can be used as a
learning material for students pursuing their
studies in undergraduate and graduate levels in
universities and colleges and those who want to
learn the topic via a short and complete
resource. We hope you find this book useful in
shaping your future career.
The Agile Enterprise - Mario E. Moreira
2017-03-14
Discover how to implement and operate in an
Agile manner at every level of your enterprise
and at every point from idea to delivery. Learn
how Agile-mature organizations adapt nimbly to
microchanges in market conditions. Learn
cutting-edge practices and concepts as you
extend your implementation of Agile through the
entire enterprise to meet customer needs.
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Veteran Agile coach Mario Moreira argues that
two critical conditions must be conscientiously
cultivated at a company before it can expect to
reap in full measure the business benefits of
mature Agile. First, individuals at every level
must be committed to the mindset and the
implementation of practices rigorously focused
on delivering value to the customer. Second, all
employees must be empowered to take
ownership. This holistic transformation
wrenches the status quo and provokes a strong
focus where customers and employees matter.
What You'll Learn Establish an idea pipeline to
quickly and productively evolve customer value
through all levels of the enterprise Incorporate a
discovery mindset—experimental, incremental,
design, and divergent thinking—and fast
feedback loops to increase the odds that what
you build aligns more closely to what customer
wants Leverage Lean Canvas, personas, story
mapping, value stream mapping, Cost of Delay,
servant leadership, self-organization, and more
to deliver optimum value to customers Use
continuous agile budgeting and idea pipelines at
the senior levels of the enterprise to enable you
to adapt to the speed of the market Reinvent
human resources, portfolio management,
finance, and many areas of management toward
new roles in the enablement of customer value
Map a top-to-bottom and end-to-end holistic view
of your Agile galaxy to gauge where you are
today and where you’d like to go in your Agile
future Be truly Agile throughout your enterprise,
focused on customer value and employees above
all else Who This Book Is For Executives and
senior management; sponsors of Agile within a
company; ScrumMasters and Agile coaches,
champions, and consultants; project
management and quality assurance officers
(PMOs and AMOs); portfolio managers; product
managers and product owners; marketing and
business managers; functional, middle, and
resource managers; engineering heads and
managers; cross-functional engineering/scrum
teams; and entrepreneurs and venture
capitalists
Agile Development in the Real World - Alan Cline
2015-12-28
This book is a practical guide for new agile
practitioners and contains everything a new
project manager needs to know to get up to

speed with agile practices quickly and sort out
the hype and dogma of pseudo-agile
practices.The author lays out the general
guidelines for running an agile project with the
assumption that the project team may be
working in a traditional environment (using the
waterfall model, or something similar). Agile
Development in the Real World conveys valuable
insights to multiple audiences: For new-to-agile
project managers, this book provides a
distinctive approach that Alan Cline has used
with great success, while showing the decision
points and perspectives as the agile project
moves forward from one step to the next. This
allows new agile project managers or agile
coaches to choose between the benefits of agile
and the benefits of other methods. For the agile
technical team member, this book contains
templates and sample project artifacts to assist
in learning agile techniques and to be used as
exemplars for the new practitioner’s own
project. For the Project Management Office
(PMO), the first three chapters focus on portfolio
management. They explain, for the agilists’
benefit, how projects are selected and approved,
and why projects have an inherent "shelf-life"
that results in hard deadlines that may seem
arbitrary to traditional technical teams. What
You Will Learn: How and why the evolution of
project management, from PM-1 (prescriptive) to
PM-2 (adaptive) affects modern 21st century
project management. How sociology
(stakeholder management), psychology (team
dynamics), and anthropology (organizational
culture) affect the way software is developed
today, and why it is far more effective A clear
delineation of what must to be accomplished by
all the roles (PM, BA, APM, Developer, and
Tester), why those roles are needed, and what
they must do Step-by-step guide for a successful
project based on studies and the author’s own
experiences. Specific techniques for each role on
the development team, both in the pre-iteration
and iteration cycles, of product development.
The appendices contain templates that the team
could use or modify to tailor their own agile
processes specific to the team, project, and
organization.
I.M. Wright's Hard Code - Eric Brechner
2011-07-15
Get the brutal truth about coding, testing, and
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project management—from a Microsoft insider
who tells it like it is. I. M. Wright's deliberately
provocative column "Hard Code" has been
sparking debate amongst thousands of engineers
at Microsoft for years. And now (despite our
better instincts), we're making his opinions
available to everyone. In this collection of over
80 columns, Eric Brechner's alter ego pulls no
punches with his candid commentary and best
practice solutions to the issues that irk him the
most. He dissects the development process,
examines tough team issues, and critiques how
the software business is run, with the added
touch of clever humor and sardonic wit. His
ideas aren't always popular (not that he cares),
but they do stimulate discussion and imagination
needed to drive software excellence. Get the
unvarnished truth on how to: Improve software
quality and value—from design to security
Realistically manage project schedules, risks,
and specs Trim the fat from common
development inefficiencies Apply process
improvement methods—without being an
inflexible fanatic Drive your own successful,
satisfying career Don't be a dictator—develop
and manage a thriving team! Companion Web
site includes: Agile process documents
Checklists, templates, and other resources
Agile Project Management - Sam Ryan
2021-01-28
* Discounted for a few days with 55% OFF! LAST
DAYS!! * Are you tired of missing deadlines? Do
you want to increase speed and flexibility when
delivering your product to customers? Are you
looking for an efficient method to complete your
project? Master Agile Methodology & become an
expert! In this incredible bundle, you will learn a
management system that breaks down complex
projects into smaller pieces, letting you finish
everything with quality. This bundle includes:
BOOK 1 Agile Project Management: The
Definitive Beginner's Guide to Learning Agile
Project Management and Understanding
Methodologies for Quality Control This book will
help you: Understand what agile project
management is Understand what agile project
management is NOT Understand the basic
principles behind agile project management
Understand why agile is needed Understand
where agile comes from Understand why agile
has so many advantages (and what they are)

Understand how to actually apply the 12 Agile
Principles to real-life work Understand why
teams love agile project management
Understand how to build truly agile teams
Understand how to deploy and scale up your
agile projects Understand why, sometimes, agile
might not seem to work Understand that agile
can be a hybrid approach and, as such, it can be
implemented in traditional companies
Understand how agile will ultimately change
your life BOOK 2 Agile Project Management:
Methodology. A Comprehensive Beginner's
Guide to Scrum, Kanban, XP, Crystal, FDD,
DSDM - Scrum project management basics and
why this method is so popular - What's up with
the Daily Standup, anyway? - How Scrum and
other agile methods relate to each other Kanban and where it really came from - The
advantages of Kanban and how it connects to
Scrum - Extreme Programming and whether or
not it is still relevant in 2019 - Crystal Methods
and why they are among the most flexible
methods out there - What Feature-Driven
Development actually is - Why the Dynamic
System Development Method is ideal for
corporate agile scaling - How to choose the right
combination of agile practices for your own
business Are you ready to start seeing results?
Do you want to transform the way you manage
projects and teams? Buy it NOW and let your
customer get addicted to this amazing book!
Agile Project Management For Dummies Mark C. Layton 2017-09-05
Flex your project management muscle Agile
project management is a fast and flexible
approach to managing all projects, not just
software development. By learning the principles
and techniques in this book, you'll be able to
create a product roadmap, schedule projects,
and prepare for product launches with the ease
of Agile software developers. You'll discover how
to manage scope, time, and cost, as well as team
dynamics, quality, and risk of every project. As
mobile and web technologies continue to evolve
rapidly, there is added pressure to develop and
implement software projects in weeks instead of
months—and Agile Project Management For
Dummies can help you do just that. Providing a
simple, step-by-step guide to Agile project
management approaches, tools, and techniques,
it shows product and project managers how to
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complete and implement projects more quickly
than ever. Complete projects in weeks instead of
months Reduce risk and leverage core benefits
for projects Turn Agile theory into practice for
all industries Effectively create an Agile
environment Get ready to grasp and apply Agile
principles for faster, more accurate
development.
Liftoff - Diana Larsen 2016-06-10
Ready, set, liftoff! Align your team to one
purpose: successful delivery. Learn new insights
and techniques for starting projects and teams
the right way, with expanded concepts for
planning, organizing, and conducting liftoff
meetings. Real-life stories illustrate how others
have effectively started (or restarted) their
teams and projects. Master coaches Diana
Larsen and Ainsley Nies have successfully "lifted
off" numerous agile projects worldwide. Are you
ready for success? Every team needs a great
start. If you're a business or product leader,
team coach or agile practice lead, project or
program manager, you'll gain strategic and
tactical benefits from liftoffs. Discover new stepby-step instructions and techniques for boosting
team performance in this second edition of
Liftoft. Concrete examples from our practices
show you how to get everyone on the same page
from the start as you form the team. You'll find
pointers for refocusing an effort that's gone off
in the weeds, and practices for working with
teams as complex systems. See how to scale
liftoffs for multiple teams across the enterprise,
address the three key elements for collaborative
team chartering, establish the optimal conditions
for learning and improvement, and apply the
GEFN (Good Enough for Now) rule for efficient
liftoffs. Throughout the book are stories from
real-life teams lifting off, as seasoned coaches
describe their experiences with liftoffs and agile
team chartering. Focused conversations help the
team align, form, and build enough trust for
collaborating. You'll build a common
understanding of the teams' context within
business goals. Every liftoff is unique, but
success is common!
The New One-Page Project Manager - Clark
A. Campbell 2012-11-30
How to manage any project on just one piece of
paper The New One-Page Project Manager
demonstrates how to efficiently and effectively

communicate essential elements of a project's
status. The hands of a pocket watch reveal the
time of day without following every spring, cog,
and movement behind the face. Similarly, an
OPPM template reduces any project—no matter
how large or complicated—to a simple one-page
document, perfect for communicating to upper
management and other project stakeholders.
Now in its Second Edition, this practical guide,
currently saving time and effort in thousands of
organizations worldwide, has itself been
simplified, then refined and extended to include
the innovative AgileOPPMTM. This Second
Edition will include new material and updates
including an introduction of the ground-breaking
AgileOPPMTM and an overview of MyOPPMTM
template builder, available on-line Includes
references throughout the book to the affiliated
sections in the Project Management Body of
Knowledge (PMBOK®) Shows templates for the
Project Management Office (PMO) This new and
updated Second Edition will help you master the
one-page approach to both traditional project
management and Agile project management.
(PMBOK is a registered marks of the Project
Management Institute, Inc.)
Tribal Unity (paperback) - Em CampbellPretty 2016-10-11
Are you ready to create a one team culture?
Tribal Unity is a real world, practical guide for
leaders committed to making their organisation
a great place to work. Based in the true story of
how one inspiring leader transformed a highly
toxic organisational culture, into an
internationally recognised case study of success.
Tribal Unity shares proven patterns that are
revolutionising the way teams of teams connect
and perform. Em Campbell-Pretty is an
internationally acclaimed business strategist,
speaker and one of Australia's leading
Enterprise Agile consultants. After 20 years in
senior business roles within multinational blue
chip corporations, Em discovered Agile and
became passionate about the chance it provides
to align business and IT around the delivery of
value. Today Em is instrumental in empowering
Australia's largest enterprises in improving the
effectiveness of their teams.
Agile Project Management with Scrum - Ken
Schwaber 2004-02-11
The rules and practices for Scrum—a simple
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process for managing complex projects—are
few, straightforward, and easy to learn. But
Scrum’s simplicity itself—its lack of
prescription—can be disarming, and new
practitioners often find themselves reverting to
old project management habits and tools and
yielding lesser results. In this illuminating series
of case studies, Scrum co-creator and evangelist
Ken Schwaber identifies the real-world
lessons—the successes and failures—culled from
his years of experience coaching companies in
agile project management. Through them, you’ll
understand how to use Scrum to solve complex
problems and drive better results—delivering
more valuable software faster. Gain the
foundation in Scrum theory—and practice—you
need to: Rein in even the most complex,
unwieldy projects Effectively manage unknown
or changing product requirements Simplify the
chain of command with self-managing
development teams Receive clearer
specifications—and feedback—from customers
Greatly reduce project planning time and
required tools Build—and release—products in
30-day cycles so clients get deliverables earlier
Avoid missteps by regularly inspecting,
reporting on, and fine-tuning projects Support
multiple teams working on a large-scale project
from many geographic locations Maximize
return on investment!
A Team Member’s Guide to Project Management
- Richard Champney and Robert Kubacki
2018-02-23
All projects regardless of their size require
planning, communication, and conflict
management. This book will help seasoned or
new project team members to understand the
fundamentals of project management. These
fundamentals will be presented in a story about
siblings building a fence as an anniversary gift
for their parents. The story follows their
progress from project conception to project
completion. Similar to all projects, they will
utilize essential project management tools,
create a plan, work through disagreements,
react and adapt to the unexpected, and
creatively solve problems. How they plan for and
work through these challenges will determine
whether they build the fence on time, on budget,
and stay on good terms with each other.
Whatever your project, their story is an easy way

to make sense of project management, its tools,
dos and donts, and how to sustain the
engagement of project team members.
Creating Great Teams - Sandy Mamoli
2015-11-11
People are happiest and most productive if they
can choose what they work on and who they
work with. Self-selecting teams give people that
choice. Build well-designed and efficient teams
to get the most out of your organization, with
step-by-step instructions on how to set up teams
quickly and efficiently. You'll create a process
that works for you, whether you need to form
teams from scratch, improve the design of
existing teams, or are on the verge of a big team
re-shuffle. Discover how New Zealand's biggest
e-commerce company completely restructured
their business through Self-Selection. In the
process, find out how to create high-performing
groups by letting people self-organize into small,
cross-functional teams. Step-by-step guides,
easy-to-follow diagrams, practical examples,
checklists, and tools will enable you to run a
Self-Selection process within your organization.
If you're a manager who wants to structure your
organization into small teams, you'll discover
why Self-Selection is the fastest and safest way
to do so. You'll prepare for and organize a SelfSelection event and make sure your SelfSelection participants and fellow managers are
on board and ready. If you're a team member,
you'll discover what it feels like to be part of a
Self-Selection process and what the
consequences are for your daily work. You'll
learn how to influence your colleagues and
bosses to be open to the idea of Self-Selection.
You'll provide your manager with a plan for how
to facilitate a Self-Selection event, and with
evidence that the system works. If you're feeling
the pain and chaos of adding new people to your
organization, or just want to ensure that your
teams have the right people with the right skills,
Self-Selection will help you create the effective
teams you need.
Getting Started in Tech: A guide to building a
tech career - Amarachi Amaechi 2021-05-31
Do you know that a career in tech is possible?
This ebook will give you a beginner's guide to
building a career in tech. Who is this book for?
This book is for you if you can answer "Yes" to
any of the following questions: Are you from a
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non-tech field and looking to build a career in
tech? Are you a computer science graduate
looking to join the software industry? Are you
looking at exploring the tech industry? Are you a
high school graduate looking to gain skills in
tech? Are you a college graduate looking to gain
new skills to enhance your income? Are you a
professional looking for other possibilities? Are
you looking for a well-paying job? Are you
looking for secure work and excellent prospects?
Then, this book is for you. 100% Guarantee If for
any reason you feel that you didn't get enough
value from the eBook to justify your investment,
please let me know within 14 days of purchasing
and I'll refund your money. No questions asked.
About the Author Amarachi Amaechi is a selftaught Software Developer, Technical Writer,
and Community Expert. She is an advocate for
accessibility and inclusion in the tech industry.
She speaks at conferences worldwide and
organizes Vuejs Nigeria, a meetup for front-end
engineers in Nigeria. She also writes technical
articles on her blog and loves sharing knowledge
with the community. She graduated with a
Bachelor of Science in Accounting from Nnamdi
Azikiwe University. She transitioned into tech
while in school, and over the years, she has been
helping people transition smoothly into the tech
industry, which brought about the writing of this
book. Feel free to contact me via: Email:
amarachiamaechi4@gmail.com Twitter:
Amycruz0x Linkedin: Amarachi Amaechi
website: www.amarachiamaechi.com
Brilliant Agile Project Management - Rob
Cole 2016-01-01
What is Agile Project Management and will it
bring my project in on time and budget? If you
need a solid understanding of how Agile Project
Management works so your projects can fully
benefit from using this innovative and powerful
approach, this book is essential reading. Brilliant
Agile Project Management does more than just
talk you through the techniques and processes focussing on real-life use of Agile in business
environments, it provides practical advice and
techniques on how to implement and work with
Agile, so you always know exactly what to do
and say to make your project a success. · Assess
whether your organisation or project is right for
using APM · Understand how to implement APM
into any project · Overcome common problems

with APM Get up to speed with Agile Project
Management and get ahead – fast!
Agile Project Management - James Turner
2020-04-19
Are you a project manager who wants to
improve the projects you are working on? Do you
want to continuously improve the efficiency of
the team that is working for you? You can do it
with this book. Project managing anything can
be a time-consuming and frustrating business,
especially when old and outdated methods are
used to complete the job. You know that there is
a better solution and you know that it will
improve your ability to deliver. This book, Agile
Project Management: The Ultimate Intermediate
Guide to Learn Agile Project Management Step
by Step, follows on from the beginner’s guide to
agile project management, by increasing your
knowledge and abilities with chapters that focus
on: • The basic principles of agile project
management • How it can be adopted across
industries • Tracking and reporting projects •
Estimation and planning • Valuable resources
for agile professionals • And more… Agile
Project Management is perfect for those with a
little knowledge of the subject and will help you
to expand that much further. When you develop
your project management skills using the agile
method you discover that projects run more
smoothly than ever before, and you provide a
much better product for your clients. Get a copy
now and see how it will improve your projects!
Agile Project Management QuickStart Guide Clydebank Business 2015-09-02
Get Projects Done Quickly & Add Value
Immediately Through Agile Project
Management! Agile Project Management is
simply shifting the world of project management
at its core and theres a reason why. With an
approach to projects that is quite different from
the traditional waterfall methodology, Agile
Project Management focuses on added value fast
while staying on track to achieve a defined
business goal. Completing projects in small
chunks, piece by piece, allows project
stakeholders to implement deliverables much
faster than waiting for all phases of the project
to be completed as well as allowing for
modifications to project items based on changing
needs. Often overlooked as a project
management style that is only for IT related
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projects, Agile methodology can be be utilized to
complete projects across any industry including
company reorganization, improving upon or
redefining business processes and simply any
project that does has short production and
implementation times.
Project Management All-in-One For
Dummies - Stanley E. Portny 2020-09-15
Your go-to project management guide! Project
managers are among the most sought-after
people in today's business universe. Here's your
one-stop guide to all the information and advice
you need for masterful project management!
Hone your skills in sizing, organizing,
scheduling, and handling projects to help teams
maximize their productivity as you make yourself
indispensible. Whether you're new to project
management or an experienced pro, this book
has the resources you need to get the job done.
7 Books Inside... Project Management For
Dummies Agile Project Management For
Dummies Project Management Checklists For
Dummies PMP Certification All-in-One For
Dummies Scrum For Dummies Microsoft Project
2019 For Dummies Enterprise Agility For
Dummies
Project Management the Agile Way, Second
Edition - John C. Goodpasture 2015-11-01
“…a well written and content rich book. From a
teacher's perspective, using this book in an
advanced project management seminar
challenges students to understand the
application of these concepts.” —Alexander
Walton, PMP, IT consultant to the University of
California at Berkeley Widely acclaimed as one
of the top agile books in its first edition, Project
Management the Agile Way has now been
updated and redesigned by popular demand.
This second edition is in a modular format to
facilitate training and advanced course
instruction, and provides new coverage of agile,
such as hybrid agile methods, the latest public
sector practices, and a chapter dedicated to
transitioning to agile. It discusses the “grand
bargain” between project management and
business; the shift in dominance from plans to
product and from input to output; and
introduces new concepts such as return on
benefit. Experienced practitioners and students
that want to learn how to make agile work
effectively in the enterprise should read this

book. Individuals preparing for the PMI Agile
Certified Practitioner (PMI-ACP)®examination,
and training providers developing courses, will
find this second edition quite helpful.
User Stories Applied - Mike Cohn 2004-03-01
Thoroughly reviewed and eagerly anticipated by
the agile community, User Stories Applied offers
a requirements process that saves time,
eliminates rework, and leads directly to better
software. The best way to build software that
meets users' needs is to begin with "user
stories": simple, clear, brief descriptions of
functionality that will be valuable to real users.
In User Stories Applied, Mike Cohn provides you
with a front-to-back blueprint for writing these
user stories and weaving them into your
development lifecycle. You'll learn what makes a
great user story, and what makes a bad one.
You'll discover practical ways to gather user
stories, even when you can't speak with your
users. Then, once you've compiled your user
stories, Cohn shows how to organize them,
prioritize them, and use them for planning,
management, and testing. User role modeling:
understanding what users have in common, and
where they differ Gathering stories: user
interviewing, questionnaires, observation, and
workshops Working with managers, trainers,
salespeople and other "proxies" Writing user
stories for acceptance testing Using stories to
prioritize, set schedules, and estimate release
costs Includes end-of-chapter practice questions
and exercises User Stories Applied will be
invaluable to every software developer, tester,
analyst, and manager working with any agile
method: XP, Scrum... or even your own homegrown approach.
Agile Scrum - Scott Graffius 2016-04-05
EXPANDED AND UPDATED Deliver Products in
Short Cycles with Rapid Adaptation to Change,
Fast Time-to-Market, and Continuous
Improvement -- Which Supports Innovation and
Drives Competitive Advantage Shifting customer
needs are common in today's marketplace.
Businesses must be adaptive and responsive to
change while delivering an exceptional customer
experience to be competitive. There are a variety
of frameworks supporting the development of
products and services, and most approaches fall
into one of two broad categories: traditional or
agile. Traditional practices such as waterfall
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engage sequential development, while agile
involves iterative and incremental deliverables.
Organizations are increasingly embracing agile
to manage projects, and best meet their business
needs of rapid response to change, fast delivery
speed, and more. With clear and easy to follow
step-by-step instructions, Agile Scrum helps you:
- Implement and use the most popular agile
framework -- Scrum - Deliver products in short
cycles with rapid adaptation to change, fast
time-to-market, and continuous improvement Support innovation and drive competitive
advantage Agile Scrum is for those interested or
involved in innovation, project management,
product development, software development or
technology management. It's for those who have
not yet used Scrum. It's also for people already
using Scrum, in roles such as Product Owners,
Scrum Masters, Development Team members
(business analysts, solution and system
architects, designers, developers, testers, etc.),
customers, end users, agile coaches, executives,
managers, and other stakeholders. For those
already using Scrum, this guide can serve as a
reference on practices for consideration and
potential adaptation. Reactions to Agile Scrum
have been incredibly positive. "A superbly
written and presented guide to team-based
project management that is applicable across a
broad range of businesses from consumer
products to high-tech." - IndieBRAG
"Recommended." - The US Review of Books "The
book is excellent." - Readers' Favorite "An allinclusive instruction guide that is impressively
'user-friendly' in tone, content, clarity,
organization, and presentation." - Midwest Book
Review "A-type personalities (those inclined to
avoid instruction manuals) and non-readers will
rejoice upon discovering this guide which makes
getting started with Agile Scrum a breeze." Literary Classics Book Reviews "A must-have for
a project manager wanting to introduce Scrum
to the organization." - PM World Journal "A clear
and authoritative roadmap for successful
implementation." - BookViral Agile Scrum has
received 17 FIRST PLACE WINS in national and
international competitions: 5th Annual Beverly
Hills International Book Awards - BusinessGeneral category 5th Annual Beverly Hills
International Book Awards -Technology category
2016 London Book Festival - Business category

Fall 2016 Pinnacle Book Achievement Awards Business category 2017 Feathered Quill Book
Awards - Informational (Business) category 2016
New Apple Book Awards - Technology category
2017 Independent Press Award - Technology
category 11th Annual National Indie Excellence
Awards - Technology category 2017 Pacific Rim
Book Festival - Business category 2017
Bookvana Awards - Green/Conscious Business
category 2017 Book Excellence Awards Technology category 14th Annual Best Book
Awards - Business Reference category 2017 New
York City Big Book Awards - Technology
category 2017 Royal Dragonfly Book Awards Science & Technology category 2017 Human
Relations Indie Book Awards - Workplace
category 2018 Florida Book Festival - Business
category 2018 Pacific Book Awards - Business
category Agile Scrum -- get your copy today!
Learning Agile - Andrew Stellman 2014-11-12
Learning Agile is a comprehensive guide to the
most popular agile methods, written in a light
and engaging style that makes it easy for you to
learn. Agile has revolutionized the way teams
approach software development, but with dozens
of agile methodologies to choose from, the
decision to "go agile" can be tricky. This
practical book helps you sort it out, first by
grounding you in agile’s underlying principles,
then by describing four specific—and wellused—agile methods: Scrum, extreme
programming (XP), Lean, and Kanban. Each
method focuses on a different area of
development, but they all aim to change your
team’s mindset—from individuals who simply
follow a plan to a cohesive group that makes
decisions together. Whether you’re considering
agile for the first time, or trying it again, you’ll
learn how to choose a method that best fits your
team and your company. Understand the
purpose behind agile’s core values and
principles Learn Scrum’s emphasis on project
management, self-organization, and collective
commitment Focus on software design and
architecture with XP practices such as test-first
and pair programming Use Lean thinking to
empower your team, eliminate waste, and
deliver software fast Learn how Kanban’s
practices help you deliver great software by
managing flow Adopt agile practices and
principles with an agile coach
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Agile Project Management and Scrum
QuickStart Guides - Clydebank Business
2015-02-17
#1 Amazon Best Seller: The Ultimate Guide To
Agile Project Management and Scrum The
Ultimate companion for professionals interested
or involved in Agile & Scrum, this book will give
you a holistic, well balanced introduction to both
subjects while discussing their integration and
synergy! Agile Project Management QuickStart
Guide...Agile Project Management is shifting the
world of Project Management at its core for
good reasons. With an approach to projects that
is quite different from the traditional waterfall
methodology, Agile Project Management focuses
on added value fast while staying on track to
achieve a defined business goal. Completing
projects in small chunks, piece by piece, allows
project stakeholders to implement deliverables
much faster than waiting for all phases of the
project to be completed as well as allowing for
modifications to project items based on changing
needs. Often overlooked as a project
management style that is only for IT related
projects, Agile methodology can be be utilized to
complete projects across any industry including
company reorganization, improving upon or
redefining business processes and simply any
project that has short production and
implementation times. In this book, I will teach
you everything you need to know about Agile
project management so that you can comfortably
and confidently deploy the techniques and
strategies in your projects. I'll take you step-bystep through the phases of an Agile project, how
to to schedule iterations during your project and
how to win over project stakeholders with this
progressive methodology. Scrum QuickStart
Guide...Differing greatly from the traditional
"waterfall" or "relay" approach to project
management methodology, Scrum emphasizes
the importance of a cross-functional team that
pushes forward together to a collective goal - the
project success. Implementing such tactics as
"Daily Scrums" in which all members of the team
are held accountable for their accomplishments,
current tasks and potential obstacles, Scrum
attempts to create a real "team" amongst all
members where all individuals most move
forward together, as occurs within a Scrum on
the Rugby Field from which the term was

adopted. The holistic approach taken by Scrum
not only embraces the importance of progressing
as a team, it also raises several important
question that highlight potential inefficiencies
within an organization, specifically related to
resource allocation, accountability and task
management. Not to be overlooked, the
approach taken even from the smallest projects
within an organization can ultimately define the
overall success. Here Is A Preview Of What
You'll Learn... The Principles & Philosophies of
Agile Project Management The Tools &
Techniques That Drive The Practical Application
of Agile Methodology How Delivering Your
Project In Iterations Will Change The Way You
View Milestones How To Implement Scrum
Methodology From The Top Down In Your
Organization Or Team How To Utilize The
Principles of Scrum To Get Projects Done NOW!
The Top Mistakes to AVOID That Those New To
Lean Six Sigma Make Much, much more! Our
Personal GuaranteeWe are so confident that
methods outlined in this book will help you
understand and implement Agile Project
Management & Scrum that we're willing to let
you try the book risk-free for 30 days. If you are
not fully satisfied with the product, simply let us
know and we will provide a 100% full refund.
That's right, a 100% Money-Back Guarantee!
What reason do you have to not give this book a
try? Scroll Up & Click The "Add To Cart" Icon
On The Right Side Right Now! ClydeBank Media
LLC All Rights Reserved
Agile Project Management - Nate Jenner
2018-08-29
This book is a guide written for those in need of
familiarizing themselves with agile project
management skills. It is also a good book for
those in need of advancing their agile project
management skills. All aspects of project
management with agile have been explored in
detail. Get a copy of the book and learn how to
organize the agile teams to work on a common
project. The book will help you learn how to
organize and run various agile events, create
and manage various agile artifacts. Effort
estimation, testing and continuous integration
have been discussed in the book. The content of
this book is: Getting Started The Agile Process
Agile Project Roles Agile Events Agile Manifesto
Daily Stand-up Definition of "Done" Release
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Planning Iteration Planning The Role of Product
Backlog Retrospective Meeting Continuous
Integration Agile Quality Tools Effort Estimation
Testing in Agile Tags: agile practical guide, agile
methodology books, agile for beginners, agile
process, agile book, agile for dummies, agile
development, agile project management, agile
handbook, agile programming, agile project
management for dummies, management agile,
what is agile, management artifacts, agile
certification, define agile.
Agile for Everybody - Matt LeMay 2018-10-10
The Agile movement provides real, actionable
answers to the question that keeps many
company leaders awake at night: How do we
stay successful in a fast-changing and
unpredictable world? Agile has already
transformed how modern companies build and
deliver software. This practical book
demonstrates how entire organizations—from
product managers and engineers to marketers
and executives—can put Agile to work. Author
Matt LeMay explains Agile in clear, jargon-free
terms and provides concrete and actionable
steps to help any team put its values and
principles into practice. Examples from a wide
variety of organizations, including small
nonprofits and global financial enterprises, bring
to life the on-the-ground realities of Agile across
industries and functions. Understand exactly
what Agile is and why it matters Use Agile to
address your organization’s specific needs and
goals Take customer centricity from theory into
practice Stop wasting time in "report and
critique" meetings and start making better
decisions Create a harmonious cycle of learning,
collaborating, and delivering Learn from Agile
experts at companies like IBM, Spotify, and
Coca-Cola
Getting Results the Agile Way - J. D. Meier
2010
A guide to the Agile Results system, a systematic
way to achieve both short- and long-term results
that can be applied to all aspects of life.
Project Management QuickStart Guide Chris Croft 2022-05-31
THE ULTIMATE BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO
LEARNING PROJECT MANAGEMENT IN 2022 –
INCLUDES A COMPREHENSIVE ONLINE
LIBRARY OF PROJECT MANAGEMENT TOOLS!
Project management is how things in the world

get done. Whether you’re launching a rocket or
planning a birthday party, project management
skills are critical for ensuring that everything
goes off without a hitch. Now more than ever,
organizations are looking for flexible, profitable,
and efficient ways to achieve their goals, and
effective project management is the answer. Not
only is it an in-demand skill in nearly every
industry, but it’s also one of the most
transferable skills you can acquire. In Project
Management QuickStart Guide, author, speaker,
trainer, and project management expert Chris
Croft draws on his 30+ years of experience to
deliver a comprehensive guide for would-be
project managers, experienced project planners,
and everyone in between. As one of the UK’s
leading business, project management, and
leadership trainers Chris knows how break down
the sometimes-complex world of project
management into actionable and easy-to-digest
concepts. Insights from his dozens of courses
that have reached over ten million students
across the globe can be found within Project
Management QuickStart Guide. It doesn’t matter
if you are a reluctant project manager hesitant
to step into the role, a manager with a new set of
responsibilities, or a business owner looking to
grow your business—you can learn and
implement world-class project management
skills to achieve your goals! Project Management
QuickStart Guide is Perfect for: - Entrepreneurs,
managers, or business owners who want a
systematized way to achieve their business goals
on time and under budget - New or experienced
project managers who want to hone their craft
with expert guidance - Jobseekers looking to
supercharge their resumes and increase their
value in the labor marketplace - Students
preparing for a career in the business world Anyone who wants to break down complex
projects into manageable tasks, better manage
resources, and maximize their time management
skills! Project Management QuickStart Guide
Explains: - How to use modern project
management principles to tackle any project, no
matter its level of complexity - How savvy
project managers set themselves up for success
from the very beginning to stay organized and
stay on track - How to use deceptively simple
project management tools and methods to lead
your team and crush your goals - all while
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keeping spending in check - How to use careful
planning and project management best practices
to spot and minimize risks while avoiding the
common pitfalls that sink projects You Will
Learn: - Planning From the Very Beginning –
Start, plan, and execute projects of varying
complexity - How Projects Work – How to keep
projects on track to deliver on time and under
budget - Using Project Management Tools – How
to use tools like Gantt charts (without special
software) - How to Minimize Project Risks – How
to spot and eliminate risks or change course as
needed - Project Management Fundamentals –
Managing resources, leading a team, mistakes to
avoid, and more *LIFETIME ACCESS TO FREE
PROJECT MANAGEMENT DIGITAL ASSETS!*
Project Management QuickStart Guide comes
with free lifetime access to a comprehensive
library of tools and templates to help you on
your project management path.
Coaching Agile Teams - Lyssa Adkins
2010-05-18
The Provocative and Practical Guide to Coaching
Agile Teams As an agile coach, you can help
project teams become outstanding at agile,
creating products that make them proud and
helping organizations reap the powerful benefits
of teams that deliver both innovation and
excellence. More and more frequently,
ScrumMasters and project managers are being
asked to coach agile teams. But it’s a
challenging role. It requires new skills—as well
as a subtle understanding of when to step in and
when to step back. Migrating from “command
and control” to agile coaching requires a whole
new mind-set. In Coaching Agile Teams, Lyssa
Adkins gives agile coaches the insights they
need to adopt this new mind-set and to guide
teams to extraordinary performance in a reenergized work environment. You’ll gain a deep
view into the role of the agile coach, discover
what works and what doesn’t, and learn how to
adapt powerful skills from many allied
disciplines, including the fields of professional
coaching and mentoring. Coverage includes
Understanding what it takes to be a great agile
coach Mastering all of the agile coach’s roles:
teacher, mentor, problem solver, conflict
navigator, and performance coach Creating an
environment where self-organized, highperformance teams can emerge Coaching teams

past cooperation and into full collaboration
Evolving your leadership style as your team
grows and changes Staying actively engaged
without dominating your team and stunting its
growth Recognizing failure, recovery, and
success modes in your coaching Getting the
most out of your own personal agile coaching
journey Whether you’re an agile coach, leader,
trainer, mentor, facilitator, ScrumMaster,
project manager, product owner, or team
member, this book will help you become skilled
at helping others become truly great. What could
possibly be more rewarding?
Agile Project Management Quickstart Guide - Ed
Stark 2014-09-17
Agile Project Management is simply shifting the
world of project management at its core and
theres a reason why. With an approach to
projects that is quite different from the
traditional waterfall methodology, Agile Project
Management focuses on added value fast while
staying on track to achieve a defined business
goal. Completing projects in small chunks, piece
by piece, allows project stakeholders to
implement deliverables much faster than waiting
for all phases of the project to be completed as
well as allowing for modifications to project
items based on changing needs.
Agile Project Management with GreenHopper 6
Blueprints - Jaibeer Malik 2013-01-01
A step-by-step tutorial-based approach.This book
is of great help for agile teams who are already
using or planning to use the GreenHopper
tooling system to execute agile projects. It suits
all roles in an agile project including system
administrators, stakeholders, product owners,
scrum masters, and team members.
Fundamental knowledge of JIRA is essential.
Agile Project Management - Marcus Ries
2016-11-03
In understanding methodologies and agile
project management, we look at the different
techniques in which you can successfully
develop management skills. As you know, it is
quite important to adopt a multifaceted
approach when it comes to management, to get
your job done in a facile manner. Agile
methodology is a multifaceted approach that
finds its application in many different fields and
can be considered an umbrella concept. Right
from engineering to IT to business management,
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there are many areas where one can effectively
apply the ideologies of agile management. Once
you go through the book, you will understand
how easy it is for you to adopt and utilize it to
enhance your business. The agile management
technique focuses on four main aspects, namely effective communication with clients/parties,
delivering a work application, collaborating with
clients and changing up the scope of work. All of
these need to be controlled and managed in
order to enhance productivity. That is exactly
where this book comes into play. In the course of
this book, you will learn how to: Understanding
the iterative learning process Learning about the
agile software development techniques The
scope of management Meaning and features of
agile manifesto Dynamic system development
model and its applications The phases of the
Atern project Understanding of the scrum theory
Sprint reviews and sprint retrospectives Service
designs and transitions Service operations Lean
development principles Operational level
management techniques Steps to enhance focus
Agile management basically focuses on
enhancing communication within the
organizational structure to ensure that you
remain with free flowing ideologies. It is a good
way to increase your productivity while
managing your work environment. The book
focuses on understanding each and every
element by breaking it down to the simplest
form. The concepts are explained in such a way
that they allow you to implement them in your
work life. You can go through the concepts in
detail to understand each and every aspect of it.
There is no limit to its application and you can
mold it into any shape or form of your choice.
You can pass a copy of the book to all your
employees so that they can understand what it
takes to partake in agile management of
business. You can also consider holding a
seminar or a book reading session where
everybody can interpret their ideologies in their
own way. Using the information provided in the
book, you can implement agile management in
your day-to-day life; whether it is work or
personal life. So what are you waiting for - start
reading right away! Buy your copy today!
Lean - Alex Moore 2019-11-13
★★★ If you want to understand the benefits of
Agile Project Management and scrum

methodology, then keep Reading ★★★ The
introduction of Agile Project Management
system has brought a lot of insight into the
project management and team development for
small, medium, and large scale organizations in
the last few years. This flexible, responsive, and
powerful process has also caused a massive
expansion to the scope of project management,
helping project managers and their development
team to deliver incredibly saleable products. As
a project manager, you know that these project
management methods will deliver tremendous
organizational benefits, but do you know enough
about Agile and scrum methodologies to reap
the rewards? When it comes to software
development, "Agile Project Management and
Scrum methodologies makes your journey of
software design or development easier. This
shows the basic and simple principles, Control
tools, techniques Methodology and processes of
Agile Project management to ensure that your
project is successful. It reflects the progress and
refinement of agile and scrum methods from its
initiation to the present state. It offers a
practical context for understanding and applying
these techniques, moving from theory into actual
practical experience. The need for project
participants to respond to changes and
situations that arise during the project
management process is one of the key functional
approaches of the Agile process. Scrum
represents one of those Agile methodologies that
provide such leverage for project handlers and
participants to these demanding business
requirements Software development
methodologies have advanced since business
requirements became more demanding. With the
fast pace of business change in the 21st century
many projects need to be sure they will deliver
something that meets client needs at the end of
the project and not expend wasted effort
refining requirements that will be out of date by
the time the end-product is delivered. Even in
business environments that do not change
rapidly it can be difficult to fully articulate
requirements without seeing a tangible product
first so there is still the risk of delivering
something that doesn't quite meet the client's
needs. That is why agile is becoming
increasingly necessary for many different types
of projects. Agile development focuses majorly
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on adding value to customers. Scrum is
developed to mimic a cooperative rugby strategy
which promotes synergy and collaboration
among team members even when working at
distance. Scrum is technically not a project
management framework but a methodology
which allows software developers to "inspect
and adapt". Open and study this book and find
out: The Origins of Agile: How a Group of 17
Software Professionals at a 2001 Conference in
Chicago Gave Birth to the World's Most Iconic
System of Project Management The Scrum
methodology and its relationship with the Agile
Management system. Why Agile Project
Management Techniques works better than the
Historical Traditional Project Management
Model. Benefits of using the Scrum framework
over other Agile process. The multiples and
various uses of Agile Project Management and
scrum methods The basic steps for putting Agile
into Action. Not just productivity and product
quality but also maintaining a good working
environment. Problem solving techniques and
strategies in Agile Project Management and
scrum. How, where and why of successful
implementation. Scrum Flow and Agile Process
Even if you don't know a thing about the Agile
project management method, you can learn by
just reading this book and applying th
Project Management QuickStart Guide ClydeBank Business 2016-04-11
Project Management, Made Simple Project
Management is one of the fastest growing fields
in the current job market. As a skill, Project
Management is highly valued across multiple
industrial and commercial sectors. Elite Project
Managers are prized by small businesses and
Fortune 500 companies alike and have no
problem commanding six-figure plus salaries any
day of the week. But what skills and knowledge
do great project managers truly possess and how
did they obtain them? In this #1 Amazon Best
Seller from ClydeBank Business, the innermechanics of high-impact Project Management
are explored from a multitude of different
vantage points. The Project Management
QuickStart Guide recaps the history and
evolutions of professional Project Management
and introduces readers to the most prominent
contemporary PM systems being leveraged
today by businesses worldwide. As is true with

all titles throughout the ClydeBank Business
library, the Project Management QuickStart
Guide treats readers to a gloriously simplified
account of the subject matter. Prepare for an
introduction to Project Management that's as
extensive as it is beginner friendly. Happy
learning You'll Learn...Schedules, Budgets, and
Scopes-The Fundamentals of Project
ManagementHow To Effectively & Efficiently
Manage Time & Resources To Get Things
DoneHow To Encourage Good Rapport and
Productive Functionality Within A Project
Management TeamThe Most Common Mistakes
Made By Beginner-Level Project ManagersThe
Strengths And Weaknesses Of Popular Project
Management Models, Including Agile, Scrum
And OthersProven Methods For Mitigating &
Managing RiskMuch More Additionally,
Everyone Who Purchases the Book Receives: A
FREE Audiobook + The Ability To Get Free
Books For Life (More Details Inside)A Risk-Free
Purchase - No Questions Asked Money Back
GuranteeWe are so confident that methods
outlined in this book will help you understand
Project Management that we're willing to let you
try the book risk-free. If you are not fully
satisfied with the product, simply let us know
and we will provide a 100% full refund. That's
right, a 100% Money-Back Guarantee What
reason do you have to not give this book a try?
Scroll Up To The Top Of The Page And Click The
Orange "Buy Now" or "Read For Free" Icon On
The Right Side Right Now ClydeBank Media LLC
All Rights Reserved
Agile Excellence for Product Managers Greg Cohen 2010
"Agile Excellence for Product Managers" is a
plain-speaking guide on how to work with Agile
development teams to achieve phenomenal
product success. It covers the why and how of
agile development (including Scrum, XP, and
Lean, ) the role of product management, release
planning, and more.
Agile Project Management with Kanban - Eric
Brechner 2015
Use Kanban to maximize efficiency,
predictability, quality, and value With Kanban,
every minute you spend on a software project
can add value for customers. One book can help
you achieve this goal:Agile Project Management
with Kanban. Author Eric Brechner pioneered
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Kanban within the Xbox engineering team at
Microsoft. Now he shows you exactly how to
make it work for your team. Think of this book
as “Kanban in a box”: open it, read the
quickstart guide, and you're up and running fast.
As you gain experience, Brechner reveals
powerful techniques for right-sizing teams,
estimating, meeting deadlines, deploying
components and services, transitioning from
Scrum or traditional Waterfall, and more. For
every step of your journey, you'll find pragmatic
advice, useful checklists, and actionable lessons.
This truly is “Kanban in a box”: all you need to
deliver breakthrough value and quality. Use
Kanban techniques to: Start delivering
continuous value with your current team and
project Master five quick steps for completing
work backlogs Plan and staff new projects more
effectively Minimize work in progress and
quickly adjust to change Eliminate artificial
meetings and prolonged stabilization Improve
and enhance customer engagement Visualize
workflow and fix revealed bottlenecks Drive
quality upstream Integrate Kanban into large
projects Optimize sustained engineering
(contributed by James Waletzky) Expand Kanban
beyond software development
Enter — A Complete Course in Computer
Science Book for Class 8 - Shivani Jain
2020-04-14
Goyal Brothers Prakashan
Scrum For Dummies - Mark C. Layton
2018-04-16
Use scrum in all aspects of life Scrum is an agile
project management framework that allows for
flexibility and collaboration to be a part of your
workflow. Primarily used by software
developers, scrum can be used across many job
functions and industries. Scrum can also be used
in your personal life to help you plan for
retirement, a trip, or even a wedding or other
big event. Scrum provides a small set of rules
that create just enough structure for teams to be
able to focus their innovation on solving what
might otherwise be an insurmountable
challenge. Scrum For Dummies shows you how
to assemble a scrum taskforce and use it to
implement this popular Agile methodology to
make projects in your professional and personal
life run more smoothly—from start to finish.
Discover what scrum offers project and product

teams Integrate scrum into your agile project
management strategy Plan your retirement or a
family reunion using scrum Prioritize for
releases with sprints No matter your career path
or job title, the principles of scrum are designed
to make your life easier. Why not give it a try?
Jira Quick Start Guide - Ravi Sagar 2019-01-24
Leverage Jira's powerful task management and
workflow features to better manage your
business processes Key Features The book
covers all major applications of Jira, which are
Jira Software, Jira Core, Jira Service Desk.
Configure project workflows and the fields that
will be used in the project with the help of Jira's
features Create tickets for issues and manage
your projects using the Jira software Book
Description Jira is an issue tracker and project
management system. With their latest release,
the Jira team has now expanded their user base
to agile teams as well as business teams. This
book provides a comprehensive explanation
covering all major components of Jira, including
Jira Software, Jira Core, and Jira Service Desk.
This book starts with an introduction to Jira's
unique features and how it can be used as an
issue-tracking tool. It will then teach you about
how a new project is created by a Jira
administrator, what responsibilities there are,
and using correct and relevant schemes in your
project. You will then learn how to configure
project workflows and fields for project screens.
You will understand the various permissions
used in projects and the importance of project
roles in Jira. Then, the book talks about the
concepts of versions acting as milestones and
using components when handling issues in your
projects. It will then focus on analysing data
using built-in reports and creating dashboards in
Jira. At the end, it will discuss various best
practices for users as well as project managers
or project administrators. What you will learn
Implement Jira as a project administrator or
project manager Get familiar with various
functionalities of Jira Configure projects and
boards in your organisation's Jira instance
Understand how and when to use components
and versions in your projects Manage project
configurations and Jira schemes Learn the best
practices to manage your Jira instance Who this
book is for This book will be especially useful for
project managers but it's also intended for other
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Jira users, including developers, and any other
industry besides software development, who
would like to use Jira for project management.
Agile for Project Managers - Denise Canty
2016-02-24
Agile project management is a proven approach
for designing and delivering software with
improved value to customers. Agility is all about
self-directed teams, feedback, light
documentation, and working software with
shorter development cycles. The role of the
project manager with agile differs significantly
from traditional project management in that
there is minimal up-front planning. Agile for
Project Managers will help project managers
from any industry transition to agile project
management. The book examines the project
management component of agility, concentrating
on industry standards, certifications, and being
agile. It also compares agile methods to
traditional project management methods
throughout to provide readers with a clear
understanding of the differences between the
two. The book’s focus is in alignment with the
Project Management Institute (PMI®) Agile
Certified Practitioner (PMI-ACP®)
credential—making it an ideal resource for
anyone preparing for the PMI-ACP® exam.
Coverage includes: Agile as a project
management methodology Agile teams Agile
tools and techniques Flavors of agile Agile
principles Agile certifications The book provides
readers with the understanding required to
decide which projects will benefit from agile. It
also includes information that can help readers
to assess their organizations’ readiness for agile
methods. Complete with a list of agile training
providers, the book will help certified project
managers make a smooth transition to agile
project management and will provide
newcomers with the basic knowledge needed to
pass the PMI-ACP® exam, the first time around.
Harvard Business Review Project
Management Handbook - Antonio NietoRodriguez 2021-10-19
The one primer you need to launch, lead, and
sponsor successful projects. We're now living in
the project economy. The number of projects
initiated in all sectors has skyrocketed, and
project management skills have become
essential for every leader and manager. Still,

project failure rates remain extremely high.
Why? Leaders oversee too many projects and
have too little visibility into them. Project
managers struggle to translate their hands-on,
technical knowledge up to senior management.
The result? Worthy projects are starved of time
and resources and fail to deliver benefits, while
too much investment goes into the wrong
projects. To compete in the project economy,
you need to close this gap. The HBR Project
Management Handbook shows you how. In this
comprehensive guide, project management
expert Antonio Nieto-Rodriguez presents a new
and simple framework that will increase any
project's likelihood of success. Packed with case
studies from many industries worldwide, it will
teach you how to manage your organization's
projects, strategic programs, and agile initiatives
more effectively and push the best ones ahead to
completion. Timeless yet forward-looking, this
book will help you win in the project-driven
world. In the HBR Project Management
Handbook you'll find: Everything you need to
know about project management in practical,
nontechnical language A definitive taxonomy of
project types, from product launches to digital
transformations to megaprojects A road map for
becoming an effective project leader and
executive sponsor A new, simple, and universal
project framework, the Project Canvas, that
breaks down any project into essential building
blocks that can be easily understood by all
project stakeholders Original concepts and
exclusive case studies from public- and privatesector organizations worldwide You'll learn: A
common language for project managers and
executives to run successful projects across your
organization When to use agile, traditional, or
hybrid methods in your projects The twelve
principles of successful projects, including
purpose, agility, and a focus on outcomes
Techniques for selecting and advancing the best
projects and managing a strategic and balanced
project portfolio How today's projects will help
address some of the most pressing global trends,
including automation, sustainability, diversity,
and crisis management Why project
management needed to be reinvented and what
the future holds HBR Handbooks provide
ambitious professionals with the frameworks,
advice, and tools they need to excel in their
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careers. With step-by-step guidance, time-honed
best practices, and real-life stories, each

comprehensive volume helps you to stand out
from the pack—whatever your role.
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